Imperial College Union Council Report
Claudia Caravello, Deputy President (Finance & Services)

Introduction
My webpage contains updates about my year plan, projects and manifesto (imperialcollegeunion.org/dpfs).

Report on Progress
Project/Goal
Summer Ball

Status
Ongoing

Updates
 Planning currently going well
 Acts booked keeping in line with feedback from the
summer ball survey
 Food vendors and drinks stands booked keeping in
line with feedback from the summer ball poll
 CGCA and Redbull currently confirmed as sponsors

Great
Exhibition
Road
Festival
Union
Finance
Infographic

Ongoing




Idea pitched and funding confirmed to pay for cups
Moving from a deposit scheme to a purchase the cup
scheme as logistically more viable

Ongoing



In the final stages of coding an interactive webpage
that explains our finances in depth and also allows
users to see how changing the price of example items
affects what the Union can do

24 hour
vending

Completed



Yum Chop is in the library café now, providing hot
food all around the clock
Self Service Coffee machine also in the library café,
providing hot drinks all around the clock
We have decided to provide food ourselves in h-bar
Have been working with the GSU and the h-bar
managers to design a menu
Menu is currently being practiced and tested
Food will soft launch in 2-3 weeks, and fully launched
the week after
Following a large consultation group at Reynolds, I
have begun to focus on lobbying College to
improving the space and the café with Dan (ICSMSU
President), and also look into increasing food options
at the bar
Fri 6th May trialled hot dogs, which had positive
feedback
Going to continue working more with ICSM to trial
other foods at different events to identify what
works best and is most popular
There are some limitations in the kitchen which
prevent us being able to serve a full menu
The plans for reynolds following the consultation
have been communicated out to ICSM in full via their
newsletter


h-bar

Ongoing






Reynolds

Ongoing









Next Steps
Continue planning
final details of
summer ball.
Continue to keep
searching for
additional
sponsors for the
summer ball
Get Cup designed

To get a few
students to test
the page before
releasing it to the
public
None

Begin
communications
over the next few
weeks about this

Work with Dan to
lobby college

May Events

Completed





Look at June
Using Student Experience Survey Data and data
events
collected from surveys completed by depsocs,
constituent unions, individuals and focus groups, as
well as looking at information about the events last
year and how busy they were, it was decided to
refresh our regular schedule of events this term
https://www.imperialcollegeunion.org/blogs/deputypresident-finance-services/whats-coming-may sums
up our new events for this term, which focus on
socialising and relaxing rather than partying,
reflecting that most students are very busy and
stressed this time of year

Want to know more? Have any thoughts, ideas, questions? Please get in contact!
 dpfs@ic.ac.uk |  020 7594 8060

